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• To improve our understanding of the historical and current extent of and variation in protected coral bycatch 
across multiple fisheries and fishing methods.

• To improve our understanding of the risks of fishing to protected corals and how those risks vary temporally 
and spatially.

• To understand which coral taxa are most vulnerable to interactions with commercial fisheries.
• To inform focus areas / fisheries for mitigation efforts.
• To inform development of a risk assessment.

• Previous assessment done for trawl fisheries between 2007–08 and 2009–10 fishing years (Tracey et al., 
2011)

• This assessment: 2007–08 and 2019–20 fishing years; trawl fisheries and other fisheries

Objectives
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Analysis steps
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1. Data 

2. Capture summaries

3. Model results

4. Discussion

5. Dashboard demonstration

Overview
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• Fishing years: 2007–08 to 2019–20

• COD: 
• may only monitor a fraction of all fishing events
• and observed fishing events do not necessarily represent a random sample of all fishing events (e.g., 

some FMA or target species could be over-represented)
• observer-reported captures that have been subsequently verified by an expert

• Fisher-reported captures and Outside EEZ reported captures: 
• species identifications are potentially less reliable
• reported at a higher taxonomic level
• data is self-selected and could be subject to under-reporting
• may cover a greater breadth of fishing activities

Data
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Data – COD (Data quality)
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Data cleaning/imputation



Data – COD (Data quality)
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Methods used by observers to determine coral catch weights



Data – COD (Data quality)
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Observed catch weight by 
fishing method & approach to 
determine catch weight



Data – COD (observed coral captures)
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Coral catch by fishing method 
and target fishery (for bottom 
trawling)



Data – COD (observed coral captures)
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Reported coral catch weights 
(in tonnes) by fishing method 
and management area



Data – COD (observed coral captures)
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Number of observed fishing 
events with coral catch by 
management area and target 
species



Data – COD (observed coral captures)
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Reported coral catch weights by 
protected coral groups and fishing 
method

Reported coral catch weights by 
morphological groups and fishing 
method



Data – COD (observed coral captures)
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Observed coral capture rates 
(bottom trawl only; tonnes per 
100 tows) for areas with highest 
mean total coral catch rate
across all protected coral species 
groups between the 2007–08 
and 2019–20 fishing years



Data – Fisher-reported
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Comparison of fisher-
reported vs. observe-
reported total coral captures 
per fishing year



Model -Methods
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• Zero-inflated data
• Hence, two separate models fitted:

1. logistic generalized additive model (GMA) to presence-absence data for coral catch on each fishing event
2. GAM fitted to Box-Cox transformed catch weight data on fishing events with observed coral catch

Re 2: 
• Poor predictive ability (overpredicting low catch weights & under-predicting high catch weight) – Box-Cox 

transformation (and any other transformation or alternative distribution) not sufficient to account for highly 
skewed data.

• In addition, catch weight are highly variable probably because of inconsistent and subjective method to
determine catch weights

Re 1:



Model –Predictive checking
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Hosmer-Lemeshow test



Model - Estimates
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Stony corals



Model - Estimates
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Model fitted separately to branching and cup-forming stony corals



Model – Predicted catch probability on observed 
events
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• 99% of reported coral catch between 2007–08 and 2019–20 fishing years found in bottom trawl fisheries

• Predominantly stony corals in bottom trawl fisheries targeting orange roughy in FMA4

• Supported by statistical models

• Most coral capture events without documented methodology for determination of coral catch weights

• Highest catch weights based on eyeball estimates

• Hence, catch weights are unsuited for assessing fishery-coral interactions

• Standardized observer protocols required to collect data on coral catch weight

• Currently, presence-absence of coral catch best proxy for fishery-coral interactions 

• However, presence-absence of coral catch is not a good measure for actual impact but can point to areas of 
high risk that require further investigation

Discussion
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App demonstration
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